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This document highlights the findings 
and recommendations for the next  
version of the NeoCare Solutions 
Coaches app.

I’ve spent the last few of weeks taking a deep dive into the app, speaking with the coaches, spending 
time with the coaches leadership team, and have had multiple discussions with the NEO product team. 

With this understanding, I’ve captured what I’ve heard and have synthesized them down into a few high 
level themes with recommendations for moving forward. 

*Note: I’m using “Clinicians” instead of coaches throughout this remainder of this document.
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After speaking with the coaches and leadership team about the  
experience of the Coaches app, the good news is that, although  
a little rough in many places, the coaches app is actually simple and 
not all bad. This redesign only requires an evolution, and not a  
revolution in the experience.  
An entire architectural overhaul is not needed.

Looking at the near and far term, the experience in it’s current state 
will not scale. There are many areas throughout that, while small, 
need to be fixed or optimized and will have an overall larger impact. 

At a high level three themes emerged - 
Automation and Integration in and between systems
Visibility throughout the experience
Greater abilities for tighter communication

00 - Intro
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01  The Experience
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Shifts in Experience 01 The Experience

The current 
experience is a 
very siloed one. 
It stretches across multiple 
apps, and systems. Starting in 
one system, repetitively creating 
reports, to jump to another 
system, across spreadsheets, to 
emails - all done very manually - 

This leaves the experience ripe 
for opportunities to optimize, 
automate and integrate.
Moving to an integrated 
experience also allows 
for greater visibility and 
communication across all 
channels.

Benefits of a more integrated 
experience:
- Focus
- Structure
- Efficient
- Saves time
- Leaves less room for errors
- Helps with Scalability
- Is more HIPA Compliant
- Gives visibility
- Tighter communication

Siloed Experience

v1/Post v1
Ideal Integrated Experience

ATV > Spreadsheets > Email

ATV > NEO App NEO App

Email > ATV > Phone> Email NEO App NEO App /
ATV

Identifying
New Members

Identifying
New Members

Outreach

Outreach

Engagement

Engagement

Check In

Check In

1

1 2 3 4

2
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Assessments

ATV /
Run Crystal Report

Upload CSV File to 
NEO App

Lead/Supervisor 

PC Mac

Clinician

In NEO App

Mac

PC

Mac

Enrollment

Members 
Screen

ATV - 
Check Eligibility

Refer to 
Social Worker

Close Case

Close Case

No Member Outreach

Assessments

Action Plan

Evaluation 
of Clinical Needs

12 Week 
Program

Member Outreach

None

Lead Assigns & 
Auto Generates Case

1

2

v1/Post v1 Workflow
The Integrated Workflow 
For v1, we are already starting to 
integrate and automate with ATV 
and the NEO app, but there are 
still places optimize and automate 
even further. 

In the new ideal flow, automation 
and integration brings with it a 
tighter connection between     
      identifying new members, 
outreach, and engagement. It also 
incorporates easier touchpoints 
for when      coaches check back in 
with families throughout the year.

Identifying
New Members

Outreach

Engagement Check In

1

2

2

1

01 The Experience
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From identification to enrolment

1. The current process to get a case started

Lead 
- Logs into her virtual machine
- Logs into ATV
- Clicks through X number of screens, entering in 8 sets of num-

bers for planned sponsors
- Repeats the process for the additional X planned sponsors.
- Scans report to identify new potential members
- Copies out of her virtual machine, and pastes into Excel spread-

sheets
- Composes a new message back in her Mac and copies from the 

spread sheets into it, assigning to a clinician. 

Clinicians
- Logs into email on their Mac, receive new member email from 

the lead
- Logs into their virtual machine
- Logs into ATV
- Pastes WID from email on mac in ATV to find new member.
- Back on their Mac, they log into the NEO app
- Start a new case
- Copy and paste any additional pertinent information from ATV 

(in virtual machine) to NEO app (Mac)
- Starts outreach

2. v1 process to get a case started

Lead 
- Logs into her virtual machine
- Logs into ATV
- Clicks through X number of screens, entering in 8 sets of num-

bers for planned sponsors
- Repeats the process for the additional X planned sponsors.
- Generates a CSV file from ATV
- Uploads CSV file into NEO app
- Views and assigns new members to clinicians 

Clinicians
- Log into the NEO app
- Get notifications and see any new members assigned to them via 

their members screen.
- Selects Member
- Logs into ATV
- Copy and paste any additional pertinent information from ATV 

(in virtual machine) to NEO app (Mac)
- Starts outreach

Currently, the process of identifying new members and getting them into the NEO system is very manual, not efficient and time consuming. The lead has to move between 2 different 
operating systems and multiple apps within each. As we move forward, reducing the manual work and keeping everyone in one system will be key to efficiency and scalability. Many of 
the findings in the remainder of the doc will help us get a lot closer to the “Future” version of the timeline below.

3. Future process to get a case started

Lead 
- Logs into NEO app 
- Reviews newly found members automatically entered as new 

cases from ATV
- Assigns clinicians accordingly

Clinicians
- Log into NEO app
- Get notifications and see any new members assigned to them via 

their members screen.
- Selects Member
- Starts outreach

Timelines of Experience

Lead

1. Currently

2. v1

3. Future

Lead

Lead

Clinician

Clinician
VM/PC

MAC
Clinician

45min to 1 Hour

30 to 45min 30 to 45min

15 to 20 min 15 to 20 min

45min to 1 Hour

01 The Experience
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02  Findings
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Findings Summary

Automation and Integration 
in and between systems
Automation and deeper integration with systems 

makes everything much more efficient and 

ultimately scalable.

• ATV integration

• Auto generate content across app

• Integrate more seamlessly with the OS  
(PC vs Mac)

Visibility throughout the 
experience
Visibility throughout the experience makes 

clinicians work easier, faster and much more 

seamless. 

• Immediate global access to Family information

• Parent case data and hierarchy

• Quality Control Improvements

• Tools/help to guide Clinicians

• Put a real “face” on who the Clinicians are

• Notifications across the system

• Global family information

• Activities/Members View

Greater abilities for tighter 
communication
Communication is key throughout the 

experience. Tighter and easier means of 

communication will benefit all.

• In app tools to help facilitate faster, more 
seamless communication

• Templates to speed data entry

02 Findings
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ATV Integration
Integrating with ATV holds by far the largest value, 
but is also probably is the largest and hardest to 
accomplish. 

To date, the process of identifying and enrolling new 
members relies heavily on the information found in 
ATV. That won’t change. Access between the NEO 
app and ATV is across different systems and leads to 
a lot of inefficient use of time back and forth between 
them. 

The need for manual input for both Melissa and the 
Clinicians is not efficient and definitely not scalable as 
the number of babies per Clinician may eventually be 
upwards of 100 babies.

Integrating ATV will alleviate the manual work and 
make everyone work more effectively. 

How:What:

Automate pulling of daily data from ATV 
directly into NEO app

• Create a script that automates all of the steps and information entry Melissa has to do to 
generate her Crystal report in ATV.

1

Automation/Integration 02 Findings Details and Recommendations

Admin’s Daily View:

Automatically generate cases based on 
criteria found in ATV

• If criteria in ATV is met, automatically create a case for that member and notify staff.
• Either set up for assignment by Melissa, or auto-assign based on current case loads.

2

neo Activities Melissa

DueA ctivity Member Plan SponsorStatus Last LoginC oachLocation

Members

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707New Member, AssignToday Assign

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707New Member, AssignToday Assign

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707New Member, AssignToday Assign

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha Outreach Costco Durham, Il

27707 YesterdayFollow up CallToday
Courtney
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ATV Integration

How:What:

Find ways to deeper integrate ATV  
data into app

• Automatically populate cases with all pertinent information found in ATV.
• Create access to ATV within the NEO app.

3

Automation/Integration 02 Findings Details and Recommendations

Parent Detail Header:

neo Activities Courtney

DueA ctivityM ember Plan SponsorStatus Last LoginC oachLocation

Members

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Send ArticleToday

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Send ArticleToday

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Follow up callTomorrow

Courtney

Courtney

Courtney

A
TV

neo Activities Courtney

DueA ctivityM ember Plan SponsorStatus Last LoginC oachLocation

Members

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Send ArticleToday

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Send ArticleToday

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Follow up callTomorrow

Courtney

Courtney

Courtney

ATV
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Automation/Integration 

Auto generate content 
across app
There seems to be a lot of duplication between 
sections of the app. Coaches are having to copy and 
paste either from parents info into assessments, 
or from assessments into notes. Automatically 
generating notes, activities or automatically sending 
emails periodically, will not only make less work for the 
Clinicians, but also help in keeping track of everything 
for the case.

It creates less need for manual work, while adding 
value to the work that the clinicians do. 

What: How:

Automatically generate notes when 
actions are taken in a case

• When a chat happens,  assessment is taken, an activity is created or completed,  
automatically create an appropriate note for that action.

1

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

Visual indicator in notes of a new automated item. 

Notes New

Type: Telephonic Conversation

12:33pm, Thursday, July 3 2014Time:

Note: Note text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note 
text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note text 
here. Note text here. Note text here. Note text here. 
Note text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note 
text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note text 
here. Note text here. Note text here. 

Type: Telephonic Conversation

12:33pm, Thursday, July 3 2014Time:

Note: Note text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note 
text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note text 
here. Note text here. Note text here. Note text here. 
Note text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note 
text here. Note text here. Note text here. Note text 
here. Note text here. Note text here. DESIGN STRATEGY 13*HEALTHAGEN



Automation/Integration 

Auto generate content 
across app

What: How:

Automatically create activities based on 
actions taken in case

• For things like follow up assessments, or follow up contact with the parents on a periodic 
bases (monthly, at specific ages of the baby, etc) automatically create activities for these. 

2

Automatically send emails triggered by 
timed events in a case 

• Emails can be auto generated and sent to CMs when a case is started.
• Emails can be automatically sent to parents periodically based on engagement or to note a 

milestone with the baby.
• If there is a care plan in place, periodic emails can be sent to guide parent.

3

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

neo Activities Courtney

DueA ctivityM ember Plan SponsorStatus Last LoginC oachLocation

Members

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Send ArticleToday

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Send ArticleToday

Smith, Jane & John
baby: Samantha NewC ostco Durham, Il

27707Follow up callTomorrow

Courtney

Courtney

Courtney
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Automation/Integration 

Integrate more 
seamlessly with the OS
Currently, there is a need to navigate back and forth 
between the nurses virtual machine and their mac. 
Clinicians on a daily bases have to access ATV, on the 
PC side, while the NEO app only works on the Mac 
side. This is again, an inefficient use of time and energy. 

Having the ability to access all content necessary in 
one place will make the Clinicians job quicker and 
easier. 

What: How:

Find a way to work completely on the PC 
(virtual machine) side

Pull ATV access/data into the Mac side

• PCs only have IE8, which currently won’t allow the chat  feature to work in the NEO app. 
To keep Clinicians from having to jump back and forth between OS’s find a way to get the 
NEO app working in IE, or another browser.

• Alternately, find a way to grant ATV access on the mac side.
• Create an in app window into ATV.
• Pull all pertinent data for a family into the APP in an ATV view of case.

1

2

02 Findings Details and Recommendations
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Visibility 

Immediate 
global access 
to family 
information
Information drives what the Clinicians 
do, and how they do it. Many parts of 
the experience require them to write 
information down on paper, or avoid 
leaving a screen for fear of what they 
are in the middle of will be lost. 

Requiring Clinicians to move back 
and forth between screens for basic 
information, again, wastes time and in 
some cases, breaks the flow of work. 

Adding more visibility across the 
experience will make everything more 
efficient and give the clinicians more 
effective tools to help them help 
families.

What: How:

Grant Global access to a  family  
“Face Sheet” (parent details)

• There is a great need to have a much more robust global view of the family information.
• Create a “Face Sheet” with all of the information necessary for the Clinician to interact 

with the family. 
• Make this information accessible from any part of the app, while not taking the Clinicians 

away from whatever they are working on at the time. ie: in Assessments.

1

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

neo Activities

Parents: Jane & John Smith
Baby: Samantha      

Contact: 415-555-1212
WID: w123456

Mood: Last Login:
10:20am, 7/7/14

Back

MelissaMembers

Articles

Coach:
Courtney

Activities Assessments Chat

NotesM edia Care Plan

A
TV

New New

New New

neo Activities

Parents: Jane & John Smith
Baby: Samantha      

Contact: 415-555-1212
WID: w123456

Mood: Last Login:
10:20am, 7/7/14

Back

MelissaMembers

Articles

Coach:
Courtney

A
TV

Family NICU

Activities Assessments ChatNew New
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Visibility 

Immediate global 
access to family 
information

What: How:

Find a way to embed ATV data
• Display pertinent ATV information in context of specific screens.
• Create an in app window into ATV.
• Pull all pertinent data for a family into the APP in an ATV view of case.

2

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

Activities

Jane & John Smith
Samantha      

Contact: 415-555-1212
WID: w123456

Mood: Last Login:
10:20am, 7/7/14

MelissaMembers

Coach:
Courtney

Assessments Chat

sM edia Care Plan

A
TV

New

New
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Visibility 

Parent case data and 
hierarchy
The current detail view of a parent in the app has 
both little value and is very buried. What I heard from 
multiple Clinicians around parent data was that they 
were accessing it from the “Edit Parent” CTA. First, 
this is very confusing, and second, a lot of the (very 
valuable) data displayed here, was only visible here. 

We need to surface all of the right data in the right way 
(hierarchy) and make it more easily accessible. Again, 
efficiencies can easily be gained here.

What: How:

Update to show a complete picture of the 
status of family

Make Parent details more accessible and 
more valuable

• Add a larger view of the case.
 - adding activities specific to the case
 - a history or timeline of whats been happening with the case (streamline the notes 

section?)
 - add visibility to which Clinicians are/where working on this case with ability to re-assign

• Make access to parent details more easily accessible, and ultimately, global.
• Add additional fields and make specific fields required.

1

2

02 Findings Details and Recommendations
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Visibility 

Quality Control 
Improvements
When quality controlling cases, currently there is a bit 
of a disconnect between call audio and the case or 
family that the Clinician being reviewed is talking to. 
Sylvia and Leigh Ann only have access to audio that 
the Clinicians create when calling families. These audio 
files are currently outside of the NEO system, and 
thus, sometimes leaves the quality controller to try 
and figure out which family the Clinician is talking to. 
Of course, this makes their jobs harder, and ultimately 
takes more time to assess they quality of the care 
being provided.

A better quality control system with greater visibility 
at the case level will not only make their jobs easier, 
but also help in keeping the quality of care more 
consistent between Clinicians. Being able to see what 
Clinicians are doing while on a call adds value to the 
quality control that currently isn’t available.

What: How:

Have a more integrated view of cases 
when doing quality control

• Create a view for Sylvia and Leigh Ann that is accessible at the case level that includes all 
audio and screen grabs of cases as they’re created.

• Explore possible third party vendors to add screen captures to quality control views.

1

02 Findings Details and Recommendations
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Visibility 

Tools/help to guide 
Clinicians
Clinicians are engaging parents on many different 
levels, and at different times. Supplying them with 
tools and different guides to help them through the 
experience will be of great value. 

Currently, some Clinicians are walking parents through 
the parent app on the their iPads somewhat blindly. 
Having to guide a user through a new app, under these 
circumstances can be already challenging. Tools or 
guides will make it easier on them and the parents, not 
to mention be much more efficient. 

Additional tools and guide for Clinicians throughout 
the process will not only be helpful, more efficient, but 
also help with consistency around how Clinicians aid 
these parents.

What: How:

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

• Create help guides and how-to’s for both the Clinicians (as they walk parents through the 
app,) and as well for parents - for when they don’t have the Clinician on hand. 

• Make these guides readily available to send to the parents via the Clinicians app.
• Build in how-to’s and guides into the parent app itself.

• As clinicians move along a case, either immediately, or over time, make visible what may 
the next step for them in the case.

• Serve up next steps either via a new activity or notification based on status and time of 
case.

1

2

Create help guides for the Clinicians, and 
parents

Display next steps for Clinicians
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Visibility 

Additional Notes
A few additional highlights around visibility.

What: How:

• The service being provide is a valuable and also very personal and intimate one. Looking 
for ways to truly personalize the experience may bring additional comfort to parents.

• Look for ways to provide the most robust, yet smart notification system possible.
• Visibility of notifications should be clean and clear, as well as actionable.
• As content is being either manually or automatically created, Notification visibility and 

usage will be key to keeping Clinicians constantly informed.

• In sections like Assessments, it is very important for the Clinicians to have immediate 
access to all of the family info. This alleviates the need for additional questions, stalls in 
looking for information or having to have this information on paper before a call.

• Already a part of the v1 release, these views will be a key way for Clinicians to have a great 
high level view of case loads and to-do’s. Usability here needs to be flawless.

1

2

3

4

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

Put a real “face” on who the Clinicians are

Notifications across the system

Global family information

Activities/Members View
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Communication

In app tools to help 
facilitate more seamless, 
faster communication
Currently Clinicians means of communication are spread 
across multiple apps and multiple systems (PC and Mac.) 
This is inefficient, and can ultimately be confusing. Reduction 
of the multitude of communication options will help 
Clinicians simply focus on the work at hand, all in one place. 

There is also a cognitive load in having to remember which 
means of communication is necessary to communicate 
with specific parties. Nurses have to send correspondence 
to parents via their Aetna email for HIPA compliance, while 
communicating with the Neo team via their Neo email 
account. Then having chats and sending messages and 
articles within the app to parents. This jumping around 
dilutes how a Clinician should communicate.

What: How:

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

• Create the ability for Clinicians to send correspondence from within the app - not only 
alleviating having to bounce back and forth between other email accounts (Healthagen, 
Aetna) but also will be completely HIPA compliant. 

• Be it auto generated emails to IT when an iPad has been selected for a family or ways for 
Clinicians to directly contact IT with questions/problems, integrating ways for them to 
directly communicate with the larger team may save time and help keep communication 
focused in one place.

 - Auto notify IT of iPad dispersement when option checked in the app.
 - Have an “submit problem” to IT option within the app

1

2

Integrate the ability to send email from 
within the app

Create more direct channels to 
communicate from within the app
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Communication

Templates to speed and 
normalize communication
Use templates to make Clinicians jobs more efficient and 
easier. Along with the speed templates will bring, it also 
will help to normalize, and make more consistent, the 
communication between Clinicians and parents.

What: How:

02 Findings Details and Recommendations

• Find ways across the system to templatize communications
 - Add templates to specific note types (ie: Telephonic conversation - build in the already 

used templates to alleviate copy and pasting. 
 - Find ways to add templates to captured data more quickly in Assessments. 

• When reaching out to CMs, clinicians basically say the same thing. Create communication 
templates that can easily be edited and pushed out to the CMs. Some of this can be 
automated.

• Look for ways to create communication templates for regular timed correspondence with 
parents as well.

1

2

Create templates to speed data entry

Create templates for regular types of 
correspondence
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Findings Prioritization 02 Findings Details and Recommendations

• ATV integration
Effort

Impact

• Auto generate content across app
• Integrate more seamlessly with the OS

• In app tools to help facilitate faster, more 
seamless communication

• Templates to speed data entry

• Immediate global access to Family information
• Parent case data and hierarchy

• Quality Control Improvements

• Tools/help to guide Clinicians

• Put a real “face” on who the Clinicians are

• Notifications across the system

• Global family information

• Activities/Members View
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03  Feature Level Concept Screens
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Automation and Integration
• ATV integration

Sign OutSigned in as Courtney DanielsActivities Members

Due Activity Member Plan Sponsor Status Last Login Last Contact Coach

New Member - Assign

New Member - Assign

New Member - AssignToday

Admin’s Daily View:

Today

Today

Automatically generate cases based on 
criteria found in ATV

• If criteria in ATV is met, automatically create a case for that member and notify staff.
• Either set up for assignment by Melissa, or auto-assign based on current case loads.
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Automation and Integration
• ATV integration

Parent Detail Header:

Find ways to deeper integrate ATV  
data into app

• Automatically populate cases with all pertinent information found in ATV.
• Create access to ATV within the NEO app.

Parents: Joan and Steve Contact: 415-555-1212 Mood: Last Login: 7/2/14
Coach: CourtneyBaby: Anna WID: w1234567

Home Articles Sign OutSigned in as Courtney Daniels

Activities

Notes

Assessments

Media Care Plan

ChatNew

New

Send New

Follow UpEmotional WellBeing

Follow UpInitial Assessment

Follow UpNICU Experience

Parents: Joan and Steve Contact: 415-555-1212 Mood: Last Login: 7/2/14
Coach: CourtneyBaby: Anna WID: w1234567

Home Articles Sign OutSigned in as Courtney Daniels

Activities Assessments ChatNew

Follow UpEmotional WellBeing

Family Details NICU Notes ATV
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Automation and Integration
• Auto Generate Content Across 

the App

Parent Detail Header:

Automatically generate notes when 
actions are taken in a case

• When a chat happens,  assessment is taken, an activity is created or completed,  
automatically create an appropriate note for that action.

Notes New
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Automation and Integration
• Auto Generate Content Across 

the App

Parent Detail Header:

Automatically create activities based on 
actions taken in case

• For things like follow up assessments, or follow up contact with the parents on a periodic 
bases (monthly, at specific ages of the baby, etc) automatically create activities for these. 

Notes New
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Visibility
• Immediate global access to 

Family information

Parent Detail:

Grant Global access to a  family  
“Face Sheet” (parent details)

• There is a great need to have a much more robust global view of the family information.
• Create a “Face Sheet” with all of the information necessary for the Clinician to interact 

with the family. 
• Make this information accessible from any part of the app, while not taking the Clinicians 

away from whatever they are working on at the time. ie: in Assessments.

Home Articles Sign OutSigned in as Courtney Daniels

Care Plan

Parents: Joan and Steve Contact: 415-555-1212 Mood: Last Login: 7/2/14
Coach: CourtneyBaby: Anna WID: w1234567
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Visibility
• Immediate global access to 

Family information

Parent Detail Header:

Find a way to embed ATV data
• Display pertinent ATV information in context of specific screens.
• Create an in app window into ATV.
• Pull all pertinent data for a family into the APP in an ATV view of case.
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